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Herman Miller´s Aeron iconic office chair  

The Aeron chair first launched in 1994 and was unlike any chair the world had ever 
seen. Instead of a padded throne, designers Bill Stumpf and Don Chadwick did away 
with foam and fabric to create a true machine for sitting. 

The Aeron Chair is Herman Miller’s top-selling seating solution and has received a 
variety of awards and recognition, including the Good Design Award (GDA) from the 
Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design, FIRA (Furniture Industry 
Research Association) award, the IDSA Designs of the Decade award, and is part of 
the permanent collection of MOMA. It was also the company’s first product to 
receive the industry-leading Cradle to Cradle V3 Silver Level certification, assessed on 
environmental and social performance. 

Its innovative design and support for a range of postures, activities, and body types, 
has made and kept Aeron an icon. Aeron’s three sizes—A, B, and C—were precisely 
designed to welcome 
a wide range of body types. Three chair sizes mean the most comfort to the largest 
range of users.  Breathable fabric keeps you cool and comfortable while sitting.  
Aeron is available also in two stool heights. 
 
Aeron Chair offers four color options: Mineral (light grey), Carbon (medium grey), 
Graphite (dark grey) and Onyx (dramatic black. 
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Herman Miller Aeron in four colorways. Photo: Herman Miller 
 
 

Key points:  

 
- 8Z Pellicle® material; offers unprecedented comfort through first-of-its-kind 
elastomeric suspension, with eight varied zones of support, eliminating pressure points 
that restrict circulation and keeping you cool. 
- Harmonic Tilt2; supports the user’s natural movements and provides a balanced 
recline. 
- Adjustable arms  
- Seat height adjustment 
- Adjustable PostureFit SL®; supports both the sacrum and the lumbar regions of the 
spine to empower the natural S-shape 
- Three sizes (A, B and C) 
- Warranty: 12-years 
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Exact same chair – a little more sustainable 

Since October 2021, exact same Aeron chair has also been available more 
sustainable than ever. Now with the new Aeron Onyx colorway is made with ocean-
bound plastic.  

Aeron Onyx. Photo: Herman Miller  
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Design History: 

- Designed by Bill Stumpf and Don Chadwick, 1994 
- Remastered by Don Chadwick, 2016 
- Further designed for the good of the environment by Don Chadwick, 2021 

About Herman Miller - Modern Furniture for the Office and Home 

Herman Miller is a globally recognised leader in design. Since its inception in 1905, the 
company’s innovative, problem-solving designs and furnishings have inspired the best 
in people. Herman Miller is guided by an enduring legacy of design, innovation and 
social good. 
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